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Memory Logging

The Memory Logging System is used where wireline conveyed real-time logging may not be realized. The downhole memory 

tools are deployed by slickline,coiled tubing/tubing or tractor and logged, with the data being temporarily stored in the memory. 

The data is retrieved for playback and further processing at surface after logging is completed.



Features of Memory Logging

Compared with real-time logging, memory logging features simple configuration and low cost.

Usually, memory logging can also be used in the same logging applications as that of the real-time loggings, such as 

production logging, casing corrosion evaluation, cement bond evaluation etc.



Well-sun Memory Logging System

Well-sun Memory Logging System is composed of the 

surface equipment ( a PC, a Memory Control Module, and 

a Time Depth Recorder) and the downhole tools (a 

Battery Cartridge, a Memory Tool, a Real-time Clock and 

other sensing tools). The PC is connected to the Memory 

Control Module via a USB port and installed with the 

MemLog software through which the

Currently, three types of downhole memory tools in OD 

35mm, 43mm, 73mm from Well-sun are available on 

market. From memory capacity, two types of 128M and 

512M are provided.
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Memory Control Module

The MCM is mainly used to:

 Interface with the PC via a USB port to receive  

commands from surface;

 Connect with the Battery Cartridge and the Memory Tool 

to  follow the commands either to depassivate the battery 

pack or to access to  the logged data as per the 

commands sent from the PC.



Time Depth Recorder

The Time Depth Recorder is used to record in real time and display the 

logging time, depth, line speed and tension.

Features:

 Internal power supply from alkaline and lead-acid battery and 

external AC/DC power supply

 Auto switch between internal power and External power

 External links to multiple parameters with internal 7 analog 

channels

 Built-in real-time clock



Battery Cartridge

The Downhole Battery Cartridge provides the power supply to the tool string from an internally mounted high 

temperature battery pack, which consists of 5 cells with compact structure for easy replacement.



Downhole Memory Cartridge

Before Logging, a predefined working mode is set via MCM.

During Logging, the measured data from logging tools is stored in the Downhole Memory Cartridge.

After Logging, the stored data is accessed through MCM for display or subsequent processing.



Real Time Clock（RTC01/RTC02）

The Real Time Clock transmits the standard real-time clock to the memory cartridge with 

an internally mounted real-time clock chip for correlating depth with the logging data.



Memory Logging Software

The Memory Logging Software (MemLog) is used to:

 Control the Depth Time Recorder and to configure the settings

 Operate the Memory Control Module to configure the settings for memory tools

 Check the downhole tools online through the Memory Control Module

 Calibrate each downhole sensor through the Memory Control Module and save the calibration to files

 Read the Depth Time Recorder data

 Read the logged data in the Memory Tool through the Memory Control Module

 Merge the data from the Depth Time Recorder and the Memory Tool for depth correlation and convert the data to standard 

format for test

 Playback the converted data by following printable template

 Output the data in Las, Lis, dlis formats for interpretation in software



Tool strings by Memory Logging
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